
THE HUNGER GAMES REBELLION

The Second Rebellion was a major civil war in Panem which began This conspiracy, involving an unknown number of
Hunger Games Victors and even high.

A vast counteroffensive was subsequently launched against the loyalists, relieving strategic pressure in several
districts where the rebels had previously been barely holding out. Left with no other viable alternative, the
Capitol reluctantly agreed to the terms of the ceasefire. All of those listed below, excluding grooslings, are
examples of muttations. During the Dark Days, they were one of the major forces of the rebellion. An example
of the specially designed uniforms are the ones worn in "Catching Fire". This underground district maintains
concealed livestock and vegetable farms in order to survive after the Capitol destroyed everything above
ground, so as not to arouse the suspicion of the other districts. Despite the rebels' clear strategic advantage
provided by their momentum after the elimination of Capitol forces in the District Two pocket, the rebel
advance was severely hindered by strategically placed traps, called pods , that were positioned all around the
city. Most Avoxes are assumed to have been hunted and caught by the Peacekeepers of their respective
districts. Cecelia was a young mother of 3 and was noted to be about 30 years of age. District 8 Textiles [ edit
] District 8 specializes in textiles , including at least one factory in which Peacekeeper uniforms are made.
However, relective of the novels, they are used for close air support and bombing missions, as well as cargo
and personnel transport. It contains twelve big villas facing each other in two rows. District 11 was also one of
the first Districts to rebel, its rebellion in the films erupting during the events of the 74th Hunger Games in
response to the way in which Rue was killed and Katniss' tribute to her, with 7 and 8 rebelling shortly soon
after. This is illegal but because of the support District 2 gives for the Capitol, they are let off, along with
District 1 and District 4 in the book , the other richer district s. Unbeknownst to most of Panem's populace,
District 13, long believed to have been destroyed during the First Rebellion, still existed and was subtly
supporting a conspiracy to overthrow the Snow regime. After the 75th and final Hunger Games, Coin leads a
second rebellion against the Capitol, which is successful. It is also mentioned that the number of victors is
heavily skewed on District 2 due to their eagerness to compete in the game. Flora[ edit ] Panem also places
various poisonous plants in the Games, however, most of the plants are the same as those found in the real
world. Mass media manipulation then builds a frenzy of competition and wagering by the wealthy viewers to
see who will be the one survivor. The Capitol would use the decimated ruins of District 13 as propaganda to
showcase the consequences for rebelling against the government. In this series, Panem is described as having
been led for more than 25 years by President Coriolanus Snow. She also notes that many members of the
crowd during the Victory Tour seem even poorer than the Seam inhabitants in  Thus, there are a total of 1,
district citizens who were reaped as tributes from the start to the end of the games the 50th Hunger Games had
double the number, while the 75th reaped the victors from the previous games. The event forced a temporary
ceasefire, with Peacekeepers and rebel medical teams alike uniting to assist the survivors. The government
refers to this war as "the Dark Days", and to punish the rebellious districts and remind all generations of the
Capitol's power, instituted an annual pageant known as the "Hunger Games" for which each district is
compelled to provide one male and one female "tribute" between the ages of 12 and upwards, chosen by
lottery. The conflict pitted Panem's totalitarian regime, led by President Coriolanus Snow , against the
disparate rebel forces of the twelve outlying districts , supported and nominally led militarily by the forces of
the independent District 13 , headed by President Alma Coin. To counter the aircraft, both the Capitol and
District 13 operate air defense networks to intercept and shoot them down. According to Rue, many tracker
jacker nests were left there, leading the workers to keep medicinal leaves on hand. In the Capitol, they wear
what is described as similar but more formal attire. Commander Lyme Various other rebel military
commanders The Second Rebellion was a major civil war in Panem which began approximately seventy-five
years after the conclusion of the First Rebellion. The technique is used on Peeta in Mockingjay, in an attempt
to turn him into an assassin to kill Katniss. In Mockingjay Part II, during the battle for the Capitol, they are
seen utilizing machine guns and rocket launchers, weapons previously unseen in the films.


